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the structure of the new game is very similar to homm4, the player takes on the side of the demonlords, and moves from region to region as their demon army conquers the town. each town is given an introduction of demons and riddles that help the player learn more about the invaders. a number
of players will be familiar with this style of game, but for those who are not, i will provide a short overview to help in understanding the campaign. 9 single player campaigns 1) the falcon dynasty & the sorceress - the imperial capital of falcon's reach faces more than one invasion. as the war of the
realm intensifies, the fate of falcon's reach, ashan's greatest fortress, depends on the bravery of one falcon scion. 2) the falcon dynasty & the necromancer - the falcon's faithful dog, thunderclaw has fallen. now, the falcon must fight a terrible battle to save his offspring, and ashan from a demon's

rise. 3) the falcon dynasty & the college of heresy - the master wizard master hyun, an otherwise unassuming man, has gained a sinister power. he has used his newfound evil to raise an army of demons to invade ashan. 4) the falcon dynasty & inferno cathedral - the student of the college of heresy,
ambrith has been summoned to the demon's realm, inferno. she must cross the great hall of fire to find her master before the gates to hell are closed. 5) the demon sovereign & jezebeth - the sovereign of the demon realm, jezebeth, is determined to see the falcon dynasty in ruins. join her in her
quest to make the falcon dynasty leave ashan. 6) the falcon dynasty & necropolis - the falcon dynasty is being held captive in the town of necropolis. the demon sovereign has set a price that only the falcon scion can pay. 7) the falcon dynasty & dungeon - falca's loyal servant, ariel, embarks on a

quest to reach the college of justice. it seems that a demon has stolen her way to redemption. 8) the falcon dynasty & the dark elves - torn between loyalty to the falcon dynasty and his homeworld sylvan, a young clan, the dark elves, must decide whom to trust. as the falcon dynasty faces its
greatest crisis, the elves have a fateful choice to make. 9) the falcon dynasty & treasure pits of ashan - somewhere in the deep abyss of the mountains of ashan lies a black magical treasure. the demon fortress of golgot separates the heroes from the wealth they seek. if falcon's reach falls the

treasure will be theirs.
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the fifth game in the series (i guess) updates homm with a host of features that it hasn't
had in a long time - the active time battle system, unit production, and legacy

characters being the main ones. plus, it also has some new features that are genuinely
fresh and exciting to play, like the ability to switch between a view of the battlefield and

a view of the heroes' paths through the dungeon, with dozens of new short scenarios
that, unlike in previous games, are actually pretty challenging to beat without a cheat

code. it is a bit more linear than homm3, but that's not a bad thing - it's plenty fast and
responsive, and the new units and heroes will keep you coming back for more. my only
complaint is that the main campaign mode was too short. i'd rather play through a new
scenario for a little while than beat a few 50-turn missions for nothing. i guess i'm just
greedy. this isn't going to be as exciting as the previous might & magic game, but the
update adds enough new features to make this worth playing. the only real problem is

the brevity of the campaign; i'd rather have longer games. this is only something to give
you, who wanted to play might & magic again, a taste of what it used to be like. if you've

been away from the series for years and want to give it another go, it might be worth
your while. might & magic 5 has added things to make it a more enjoyable and

interesting title than its predecessors. it has a total of 20 missions. each mission can be
played either by yourself or in a campaign mode, where you complete some goal for a

faction. the campaign mode is fairly short and linear, but it can be played any number of
times, and every time you play it, you'll get something new. a new hero is available for

each character class, and these characters become unique in various ways. for example,
the mage might be a bird-type, the rogue a wolf-type, the fighter a bird-type, the

sorcerer a wolf-type, and so on. 5ec8ef588b
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